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A B S T R A C T

Gold (Au) catalyst assisted Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) and Silicon nanoneedles (SiNNs) were
grown with Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) reactor using VLS metho-
dology. The influential process parameter was the growth temperature, and its effect on the
morphology of the structures was studied. FESEM images revealed the growth of high density
SiNNs with diameter ranging from 45 to 160 nm and length as much as 5.66 ± 0.2mm. The
superior crystallinity was obtained by Raman measurements. The excellent features of these
results propose that our regular method may form a basis for the temperature mediated tunable
growth of Silicon nanostructures suitable for optoelectronic devices.

1. Introduction

Recently, continuous efforts are focused on the synthesis of one dimensional nanostructure due to their technological prospects.
Research on Si nanowires (SiNWs) is fuelled by technological applications such as lithium batteries [1], photovoltaics [2], field-effect
transistors [3], sensors [4], and catalysts [5]. Furthermore, new possibilities are opened up for SiNWs biological applications in
tissue-engineering and biosensors payable to their easy structural modification, biocompatibility and environmental affability [6,7].
Compared to SiNWs, Siliocn nanoneedles (SiNNs) are typically remarkable because their sharp curvilinear tips are suitable for high
sensitive probing with superior spatial resolution and augmented field emission enhancement factor [8–10]. Nanostructured solar
cells are gaining more importance these days due to low cost fabrication, anti-reflection coating and light trapping. Plasma Enhanced
Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD ) as a manufacturing tool in industries of a-Si/μ-Si solar cells shows an increase in the growth
rate with a reduced growth temperature [11]. The growth of one dimensional nanowire has been extensively investigated by PECVD
method as it provides unique access to the low dimensional physics [12]. Effectively structural and morphological control of SiNWs is
very important to devices fabrications. Silicon surfaces have high activity with strong spectral dependence which limits the power
conversion efficiency of silicon based solar cells. Thus promotes the applications of electronic and photonic devices which will be
used as building blocks [13–16]. The metal catalysts of SiNWs are important factor in deciding the diameter of the silicon nanowires.
This can be beneficial if the chosen metal can be used as a catalyst such as gold (Au). The energy level of Au is close to the middle of
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the band gap of Si thus act as an effective recombination centre for charge carriers and significantly degrades carrier mobility and
lifetime [17]. Leela Workgroup [18] synthesized the silicon nanowires successfully using gold catalyst and found the optimized
parameter to form the Gold droplets and tuning the diameter of the SiNWs grown by PECVD. Growth of high quality SiNNs and their
subsequent characterizations are essential for optoelectronic device fabrication. These pointed shapes of SiNNs allow their potential
applications as typical probe tips with high spatial resolution [19]. They can also be utilized as field emission tips with exceptional
enhancement factor [20,21]. Furthermore, by narrowing down the radius of curvature or shrinking the diameter of this tip one can
achieve the order of magnitude field enhancement [22]. The synthesis of SiNNs with desired morphologies and dimensionality is
technically challenging. Thus, a general comprehension of the parameters that control the growth in PECVD system is still required
for accomplishing reproducibility in vertically aligned growth. This is key for real applications including SiNNs. In this report we
were given various experimental parameters of the PECVD system that transforms the Silicon nanowire to Silicon nanoneedles.

2. Experimental

The commercial p-type Si (100) wafer with resistivity 1–10Ω cm was selected as the starting material. The wafer was cut into
1× 1 cm2 pieces and cleaned with trichloroethylene, de-ionized water, acetone and ethanol successively. The complete process was
made by three steps. i) Deposition of Au layer onto Si wafer using electron beam evaporation (EBE) method. ii) Annealing of the Au
layer to form Au nano-droplets. iii) Growth of SiNWs and SiNNs at different temperatures of 550 °C and 650 °C by Plasma Enhanced
Chemical Vapor deposition. The Au evaporation was done in the EBE system at an ultrahigh vacuum of 10−8 Torr to make a thin Au
film of 2–3 nm, that was monitored using an Inficon thickness monitor. Post growth, the substrate was heated upto 400 °C for 15min
to form Au nano-droplets. The system was allowed to cool naturally and the Si substrate with Au nano-droplets was used for growth
of Si nanostructures. The growth of SiNWs was done with Silane supplied at a rate of 40 sccm. The RF power and process pressure are
maintained at 15W and 1 Torr. For the growth of Silicon nanoneedles, the process pressure and the process power are set to 1000
mTorr and 10 W. Silane is supplied at a rate of 10 sccm and 30 sccm. The optimization of the gold nano droplets and deposition
procedure presented elsewhere [26]. The surface morphology of the grown SiNWs and SiNNs was examined by FEI quanta 200 Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM). The structural properties and crystalline nature of SiNWs were studied by Powder
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. The Raman measurements were performed using a compact micro-Raman spec-
troscopy (Renishawin Via Raman Spectroscope). The micro-Raman spectrum experiments were carried out under ambient conditions
with 514.5 nm (2.41 eV) excitation from an argon ion laser. It is used in the backscattering configuration of 100X objective lens with a
numerical aperture of 1800 gr/mm grating and thermoelectrically cooled CCD detector. This provides a spectral resolution of
0.5 cm−1.

3. Results and discussion

In order to investigate the effect of temperature, the SiNWs and SiNNs grown were presented here. The impact of the substrate
temperature on the morphology and the growth rate are clearly manifested. The substrate temperature at 550°c was identified as the
optimized temperature for achieving smallest nano-droplets which would help to get the high density and thin SiNWs and SiNNs.

3.1. Morphological studies

3.1.1. Microstructure of the as grown SiNWs
Fig. 1 shows the FESEM images of Au- coated Si substrate and SiNWs that were synthesized at a temperature of 550 °C and 650 °C

respectively. These images reveal that the diameters of nanowire are decreasing with increase in the growth temperature. The
nanowires in sample 1 seem to have uniformity along their length with larger diameter while sample 2 shows vigorous but in-
sufficient growth. The growth is carried well with the higher supply of carrier gas of 500 sccm for 15min that helps in the further
nucleation of the nanowires. Bending in the growth of nanowires shows the amorphous nature.

A summary of the diameter of different pieces of SiNWs, grown at various temperatures were studied. According to that, variation
in the average length and diameter of NWs depend on the growth temperature. As expected, the length increased with the growth
temperature, while the average diameters of the NWs decreased linearly [23].

3.1.2. Microstructure of the as grown SiNNs
Fig. 2 illustrates the typical FESEM images of the samples prepared at two different substrate temperatures. The sample prepared

at the substrate temperature of 550 °C (Fig. 2a) SiNNs are obtained and the most of the NNs possess extra –long tapering morphology
with smaller diameter at their tips compared to the base. The diameters of the NNs are found to be varying widely from 30 to 90 nm.
This proves that the substrate temperature plays a fundamental role in the SiNNs growth process.

3.2. Raman analysis

Raman spectroscopy is an analytical tool for estimating the crystalline nature of nanostructure materials. Raman spectra of the
samples prepared at two different temperature 550 °C and 650 °C. Theoretically, crystalline SiNWs Raman shift peak may be found at
520 cm−1 and for amorphous- SiNWs peak is at 470 cm −1 [24]. Prominent peak of our Raman shift is at 480 cm−1, it confirms the
amorphous silicon inclusion in our nanowires and its shown in Fig. 3a. The peak location and shape is confirms the a- Si film is
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occurred at -∼ 480 cm (Ref). Fig. 3b shows that the prominent Raman peak comes around at 520 ± 0.5 cm−1 with down shift about
10 cm−1. This high intensity peaks confirms the crystalline SiNNs and it's the first order transverse optical phonon (TO). The shifting
and an asymmetric broadening of the TO phonon peak in SiNNs are considered to be caused by the effect of quantum confinement
[25]. From this results of SiNNs, the a-Si/c-Si ratio increases and the phonon frequency decreases. This is because the phonon
confinement in the nanostructures leads to the broadening of the Raman line. This study explains the amorphous and crystalline
nature of the SiNSs with different parameters and its well coincides with XRD data.

4. Conclusion

In this study, Au catalyzed Si nanowires and silicon nanoneedles have been successfully synthesized from pure SiH4 and gold
Nanoparticles catalyst using PECVD method via the VLS mechanism. Influence of the growth temperature on morphology, crystalline
characteristics of Si nanowires were investigated. The nanowire diameters decrease with an increase in the growth temperature
because a higher growth temperature leads to a decrease in diffusion of the adsorbed atoms. The shape of the Silicon nanostructures
varies with the change in temperature along with pressure leading to the formation of nanoneedles. The dimensions of the grown
silicon nanowires and nanoneedles are clearly observed by FESEM. From this FESEM, the temperature influence in thickness of the
nanowires and nanoneedles were known. Furthermore, both XRD and the Raman analyses confirmed the Silicon nanowires are made
of a-Si core with an amorphous shell shows a major peak at 480 -485 cm−1. Silicon nanoneedles shows that the c-Si with prominent
peak at 515–520 cm−1. Our explanation may add towards the development of SiNWs and SiNNs based optoelectronics.
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